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A ‘process theory’ is any theory of systems and processes which admits sequential and parallel
composition. ‘Terminality’ unifies normalisation of pure states, trace-preservation of CP-maps, and
adding up to identity of positive operators in quantum theory, and generalises this to arbitrary process
theories. We show that terminality and non-signalling coincide in any process theory, provided one
makes causal structure explicit. In fact, making causal structure explicit is necessary to even make
sense of non-signalling in process theories. We conclude that because of its much simpler mathemat-
ical form, terminality should be taken to be a more fundamental notion than non-signalling.
1 Introduction
Causality related notions are prominent in many areas of physics, and the relationships between these
are by no means obvious. Examples that are relevant to us are:
C1 Relativistic space-time is often abstracted as a partial ordering, called causal structure [15].
C2 In quantum information, for example in the context of generalised probabilistic theories [1], one
often relies on the notion of non-signalling, by means of which one intends to implement these
relativistic constraints for spatially distributed information-processing devices.
C3 In quantum foundations, an axiom called causality has recently been put forward in [3, 4]. For
process theories [6, 8] this axiom is equivalent to the mathematical notion of terminality,1 and here
we will adopt this terminology in order to avoid confusing multiple uses of the term ‘causal(ity)’.2
These three notions do not straightforwardly match each other. For example, in [3, 4] the causality
axiom stands for non-signalling-from-the future (i.e. time-like), while the above mentioned notion of
non-signalling concerns space-like separation. Also, in [10] it was shown that while relativistic space-
like separation is invariant under time-reversal, this is by no means the case for non-signalling.
Here we investigate how these notions are related. Firstly, we argue that to even make sense of non-
signalling for general process theories (cf. C2) one needs to make causal structure (cf. C1) explicit. Then,
the resulting definition of non-signalling, for the particular case of two systems, becomes equivalent to
terminality (cf. C3). In the process of doing so we also resolve the seeming contradiction in [10].
Since terminality is mathematically way simpler than non-signalling, it should be taken to be the
more fundamental notion. Such a stance is already adopted in [8] where it is shown that within the context
of process theories much of the relevant structure of quantum theory directly follows from terminality.
Terminality also yields a covariance theorem [9] (building further on earlier work in [13, 2]).
1Process theories are symmetric monoidal categories and causality boils down to terminality of the tensor unit.
2C1, C2 as well as C3 are ofter referred to as causality.
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Related work. Pearl resolved several paradoxes in probability theory [14] by making causal structure
explicit within probability theory, an achievement for which he received the Turing Award. This treat-
ment of probability theory also resulted in a fine-grained analysis of Bell’s theorem by Wood-Spekkens
[16], exploiting many tool’s of Pearl’s approach. Very recently, two other papers appeared which in-
cluded very similar results, by Fritz [11] and Henson-Lal-Pusey [12]. A first difference is that the results
of these authors were obtained within a more restrictive framework, but exploit more general scenarios.
A more fundamental difference is that these authors fix one particular causal structure and study the re-
sulting correlations. Here we will universally quantify over all causal structures that leave the two parties
separate. Our goal is indeed not to obtain a result with respect to a fixed causal structure, but relate
terminality and non-signalling for any causal structure that is allowed for.
2 Process theories with discarding
Here, by a process theory [6, 8] we mean a collection of systems, represented by wires, and processes,
represented by boxes with wires as inputs and outputs. Moreover, when we plug these boxes together:
g
A
f h
B C
A D
A
the resulting diagram should also be a process. For the purposes of this paper, outputs should be con-
nected to inputs, and diagrams should never contain causal loops.
Remark 2.1. Equivalently, one can say that a process theory is a symmetric monoidal category.
Remark 2.2. In the above diagram we used labels to distinguish distinct systems and distinct wires, but
we could also have done this by relying on different kinds of wires:
g
f h
From now on we will omit labels or different kinds of wires, but all wires (within one diagram) may be
interpreted as distinct.
A state is a process without inputs, and an effect is a process without outputs. We will assume that
for each system there exists a discarding effect, which we denote as follows:
Example 2.3. When viewing probability theory as a process theory, boxes are stochastic maps, states
are probability distributions, and discarding is marginalization.
Example 2.4. When viewing quantum theory as a process theory, boxes include CP-maps as well as
measurements and classical data processes, states include density operators, and discarding is either the
trace or deletion of classical dada. A detailed description of quantum theory as a process theory is in [7].
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3 Terminality vs. non-signalling
Definition 3.1. A process theory is terminal if for every process f we have:
f = (1)
Terminality has a clear operational intuition: performing an operation on a system, and then discard-
ing the resulting system, is the same as discarding that system from the start.
Proposition 3.2. For a process theory with discarding processes, TFAE:
(a) it is terminal,
(b) all effects are discarding, and,
(c) for each system there is only one effect.
Remark 3.3. When taking a process theory to be a symmetric monoidal category, by Proposition 3.2 (c)
it follows that ‘terminality’ is a shorthand for ‘the tensor unit being terminal’.
Example 3.4. In the case of probability theory, terminality means stochasticity, which in the particular
case of probability distributions means summing up to 1, i.e. normalisation.
Non-signalling is a bit more involved. The idea behind it is that for two spatially separated parties,
say Alice and Bob, when they share a device (= a process f ) with two inputs and two outputs, each
having access to one input and one output, then, from one’s own input-output pair one should not be able
to derive the other party’s input. Otherwise, this device would enable the parties to signal to each other
while they are space-like separated, hence violating relativity. So from one of the party’s perspective, say
Bob’s, who has no access to Alice’s output, something that we can represent by discarding that output,
Alice’s input must not affect Bob’s input-output relationship. That is, from Bob’s perspective Alice’s
input can be discarded, resulting in some process h between Bob’s input and Bob’s output. This leads to
one equation with an existential quantifier. A second equation concern’s Alice’s perspective on things.
Definition 3.5. A two-input-two-output process f is non-signalling if we have:
∃h : =f h and ∃h′ : f h′=
However, it is a lot more delicate to say that a process theory is non-signalling. Simply saying ‘a
process theory is non-signalling if all its processes are’ doesn’t work. For example, most process theories
would include the swap process:
which evidently violates non-signalling. The obvious reason being that this process consists of two clear
signalling channels. The kind of thing non-signalling aims to forbid is that without having such explicit
signalling channels, signalling should not be possible. This is exactly the kind of thing that can be said
in terms of a causal structure (see below), so we will need to reconsider the notion of non-signalling in
the context of causal structure, in order to make sense of a non-signalling process theory.
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Remark 3.6. One could argue that there is no reason why in the case of non-signalling the discarding
effect should be unique, something which we implicitly assumed in our notation. One could indeed
weaken the definition of non-signalling for a process f to:
∃e,h : e=f h and ∃h′,e′ : f e′h′=
This would not affect the main claims in this paper, in that we would still be able to derive non-signalling
from terminality, and hence, that terminality should be taken to be the more fundamental notion.
4 Process theories with causal structure
A causal structure is a partial ordering, which we can represent by the corresponding Hasse-diagram.
For example, if we have ⊥< a,b <⊤ then this yields the diagram:
⊥
⊤
b
a
(2)
Here, ⊥ can signal to a and b, which themselves can signal to ⊤, and by transitivity, ⊥ can also signal to
⊤. But a cannot signal to b and vice versa.
We can use such a causal structure as a support for a diagram within a process theory in the following
manner, which (more or less) generalises how causal networks are defined by Pearl in [14]:3
• processes are positioned on nodes of the causal structure,
• wires follow the edges, from outputs to inputs, and
• we allow open inputs and open outputs at nodes.4
With respect to the causal structure (2), we could for example have:
f⊥
f⊤
fa fb (3)
where we allowed at a and b for there to be open inputs and outputs.
Remark 4.1. The manner in which a diagram of processes carries a causal structure was also considered
in [9]. In brief, each diagram already carries a shadow of a causal structure in that sequential composition
can be interpreted as ‘after’, i.e. time-like separated, and that parallel composition can be interpreted as
‘while’, i.e. possibly space-like. So the only required additional specification is to state which processes
are genuinely space-like separated. We refer the reader to [9] for more details.
3We say ‘more or less’ since for the purposes of this paper we modify things a bit as compared to [14].
4It is here that we modify Pearl’s approach by allowing ‘open inputs and outputs’.
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The type of scenario that we considered when defining non-signalling involves two parties that are
not supposed to be able to have signalling channels to each other, just like a and b in (2).5 That Alice
and Bob each have an input and an output is then made explicit by the causal process network (3).
In fact, this is the most general situation that we need to consider for the purpose of evaluating
non-signalling. Indeed, while one could of course have a causal structure like the following ones:
these are still covered by the diamond-shaped process network simply by treating clusters of nodes as
single processes:
Definition 4.2. A process theory is non-signalling if all processes of the form (3) are.
Example 4.3 (two-sorted process theories). When one is concerned with non-signalling, then typically,
there are two kinds of systems involved. One of them would correspond to probabilities, while the
other one could involve some exotic physical systems, which may be existing e.g. quantum theory, or
hypothetical e.g. Barrett’s box world [1] which enables one to realise correlations between systems way
beyond quantum correlations, and in fact, is extremal as far as non-signalling is concerned. One treats
the inputs and outputs at Alice’s and Bob’s ends as probabilities, but the ‘internal wiring’ of the box as
in Definition 3.5 may involve the exotic systems. The causal process network (3) would then become:
f⊥
f⊤
fa fb
where the bold wires and boxes mean ‘exotic’ while the normal wires mean ‘probability’.
5So in the context of [9], these two parties have to be genuinely space-like separated.
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Example 4.4 (local hidden variables). The notion of a local hidden variable theory means that such a
two-sorted diagram can be replaced by a one-sorted one, only involving normal wires, and bold then
standing for ‘quantum’. As we shall see below in the proof of Theorem 5.1, assuming terminality, which
one does in quantum theory, the diamond shape immediately becomes a V-shape, and the definition for
a local hidden variable representation then becomes, given a quantum scenario involving fa, fb, f⊥:
∃ha,hb,h⊥ :
h⊥
ha hb =
f⊥
fa fb
5 Main result
Let us first summarise what we have established so far. We want to compare the notions of terminality
and non-signalling for process theories, but noted that non-signalling of a process of the form:
f
already requires explicit internal causal structure in order to define what it means for a process theory to
be non-signalling, so that we can exclude internal signalling channels such as e.g.:
We concluded that the internal causal structure should be a diamond so that f should be of the form:
f⊥
f⊤
fa fb
This now allows for a definition of a non-signalling process theory.
Theorem 5.1. If a process theory is terminal then it is non-signalling.
Proof. Assuming terminality, we have for f⊤ in (3):
f⊤ =
so (3) becomes:
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f⊥
fa fb
and applying terminality to fa the equational requirement for non-signalling is now indeed obeyed:
f⊥
fa fb = fb
f⊥
where the dashed box identifies h as in Definition 3.5.
To prove the converse, we need one extra assumption. What is a process with no inputs and no
outputs? It interacts with nothing, so it should be independent of anything else that happens.
Definition 5.2. By (!) we mean that there is a unique diagram with no inputs nor outputs, the empty one.
Remark 5.3. The justification for there only being one box with no input and no output is that it repre-
sents certainty, and in this paper all processes are conceived as happening with certainty. For example,
in the context of quantum theory this means that measurements are considered ‘as a whole’, that is,
taking into account all possible outcomes together. This is different from, for example, a diagram for
teleportation such as [5]:
|Bell〉
〈Bell|
=
1
4
where a particular measurement outcome is considered that only happen with a probability 14 .
Theorem 5.4. Assuming (!), if a process theory is non-signalling then it is terminal.
Proof. Equation (1) follows from non-signalling of processes, simply by taking the input and the output
of one of the parties in Definition 3.5 to be trivial (i.e. no input nor output). Since h now has no inputs
nor outputs it is the empty diagram by (!).
6 Discussion
So we achieved our goal and established equivalence of terminality and non-signalling for two parties,
where we conceive the fact that terminalty implies non-signalling as the most significant result. Termi-
nality is both conceptually and formally the simpler and more elegant notion, and should therefore be
taken to be the more fundamental one. Some other consequences are:
• Much attention has been given to the notion of non-signalling in several frameworks for theories
more general than quantum theory, and maybe, these frameworks should be reconsidered.
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• While in [3, 4] terminality was taken to mean non-signalling from the future, we showed here that
it does much more than just that, also implying non-signalling in the usual sense.
• The reason why our result demystifies the result of [10] is that one simply should not try to
match causal structure with non-signalling. Causal structure is only one ingredient when defin-
ing non-signalling, and while causal structure admits a clear notion of time-reversal, the other
ingredient, the process theory does not admit such a thing, since it is governed by a manifestly
time-asymmetric principle such as terminality.
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